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This article examines the hiatus between constitutional principles and value-orientated practices. It considers the risks that are at stake when the actualization of regulative principles fails
in political reality, diagnosing that the political, economic, and social reality is frequently lagging far behind the potential of constitutionally guaranteed rights and duties. To this end significant parallels in the genesis of the Bavarian and the Indian Constitution are highlighted
and the importance of value rankings is shown by reference to central insights of the founder
of the »Soziale Marktwirtschaft« (»social market economy«) Ludwig Erhard. The authors defend
the thesis that values sail in ballast when they are not part of practiced virtues. This article is
the revised version of the study »The Value of Constitutional Values: An Exploratory Study of
the Constitutions of India and Bavaria« first published in: Tattva. Journal of Philosophy, Vol 9,
No 1, 2017, pp. 13-30; Tattva is a double blind peer-reviewed journal.
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1 INTRODUCTION: POLITICS, CONSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS
According to the political philosopher Hannah Arendt politics takes as a basis the practice of
voluntary agreement of free citizens [Gerhardt (2010), p. 893]. The European conception of politics has been founded on this apprehension of polis and res publica ever since the ancient
times. For this voluntary communication to be guaranteed, Free States as for example Bavaria
gave themselves a constitution in order to achieve that moral principles will not only be evoked
theoretically but become a powerful part of the political sphere of action as constitutionally
legitimated and approved basic rights.
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The Bavarian and the Indian constitutions were developed in almost the same period of time.
Bavaria became a Free State in 1946 after the liberation of Germany by the allied forces. The allied occupation of Bavaria by the US-Forces proved to be benedictional for the buildup of
civil society. In February 1946 the military governor General Clay commissioned the conception of a new constitutional order for the federal states [Willoweit (2013), p. 360].
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According to this conception amounting to a comprehensive ethos implied by a constitution
it is obvious that the idea of a constitution results in a vitalization of value resources which
must first and foremost become manifest by the virtue-ordered practices of the citizens. On the
one hand the constitutional directives constitute a claim of norms. On the other hand one
can focus the ethical motivation of citizens who cause effects beyond the representatives of judiciary, executive, and legislative authority: They exert themselves not only in confrontation
with questions concerning socio-economic value, but strive actively for the actualization of
highest assets as human dignity also in their daily communications. Something similar is valid for the structure of markets which are built on moral fundaments that they cannot create
themselves. The constitutions make up a normative framework which in the first place stands
for an aim and not necessarily for something already existing [Dohrmann (2002), p. 5].
Considering the political, economic, and social reality it is frequently diagnosed that this reality is lagging far behind the potential of constitutionally guaranteed rights and duties. The
inbuilt drift of the last decades demonstrated that quite a variety of constitutionally guaranteed values (and this also concerned human dignity) suffer from an increasing devaluation.
Economic and social ethicists thus had to wonder, whether the Bavarian society resp. societies in general bounce more and more at the borders of ethical capacities, or whether the limits of possible ethical regulation have been reached. As the philosopher Thomas Pogge argues
in »World poverty and human rights. Cosmopolitan responsibilities and reforms« commitments of ordinary citizens regarding human rights are in many cases more reliable then the
confessions of political executives [Pogge (2011), p. 82]. Furthermore, he is convinced that the
communal ethos of virtue and solidarity often enough provides a better access to humanity
than the actionable laws of a society [Pogge (2011), p. 286]. It seems as if political practice has to
renew itself as a political field of action. Citizens must once again take matters of political significance into their own hands by public participation, i. e. to take up bottom-up means that
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But it was only after the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany (the so called »Grundgesetz«) came into force on May 23rd, 1949, that Bavaria became a part of the federalistic system of Germany. Before that the Bavarian parliament (the so called »Landtag«) refused to
accept the »Grundgesetz«, but in case of its coming into force Bavaria acclaimed his belonging to the Federal Republic of Germany [Zippelius (1998), p. 150]. The Indian Constitution is
the result of a constant struggle for rights in the Post-World-War-Period as well. After the Indian Independent Act, which came into force on August 15th, 1947, the long period of British
rule was brought to an end [Pandey (2013), p. 15]. After a long struggle the new constitution of
India was adopted on November 26th, 1949 and came into force on January 26th, 1950 [Pandey
(2013), p. 16]. Due to historic experiences the prospect of legal certainty was the determining
factor for the representatives of the people in India and Bavaria. They elaborated functioning
constitutions and integrated their fundamental ideological principles quite naturally. These
constitutions were on the one hand supposed to satisfy the principles of a separation of powers as well as the independence of justice. On the other hand the Indian and the Bavarian
constitution are characterized by their aspirations to balance social injustice respectively by
striking a balance between individual liberty and social need [Pandey (2013), p. 54]. The enforcement of these attempts was understood as a guarantee for social and national cohesion
by the grounding fathers of the respective constitutions. In this context the observations of
the US-American historian Granville Austin are of interest: In the preface to his standard
work »The Indian Constitution. Cornerstone of a Nation« Austin states that it is a mistake to
suppose that a constitution is either utterly functional or not. The point is rather this: »Constitutions do not ›work‹, they are inert, dependent upon being ›worked‹ by citizens and elected
and appointed leaders.« [Austin (2011), p. IX]

must eventually lead to new representative structures of public law. The action-coordinating
knowledge of ethics can provide worthwhile contributions of ideas that might motivate and
qualify citizens to question principles and to debate democratically about the advisability as
well as about the means and ends of common welfare action.

2 FUNCTIONS OF VALUES AND THEIR FOUNDATIONS
Values are an omnipresent issue. In contemporary discourse values become whatever pleases, a
term for all kinds of things: laws, norms, commands, prohibitions, duties, virtues, ethos, customs, culture. Social institutions as democracy, family, and other concepts are often called
values in everyday discourse. The distinctness of what values are often suffers from this. The
publicity of the value-concept rose due to his explicative character in national economy and
the reflection on society and its order [Folke (2002), p. 18 ff.]. Via this application it also found
access into philosophy that had formerly primarily been occupied with virtues. The history of
political economy demonstrates a broad variety of interpretations regarding the meaning and
function of value concepts.
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For Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) a value is no objective property, but ascribed to the given object and situation by the individual – depending on the subjective perception by the categories of ›pleasing‹ and ›unpleasing‹. According to John Locke (1632-1704) value follows from
the utility of goods to satisfy people’s needs. Utility can be determined by the work that is required to produce goods; the utility-concept is connected with the labour value-concept. In
the thoughts of David Hume (1711-1776) a value is seen as the effluence of personal interest: it
promotes personal lust resp. reduces dislike. Here utility is the only source of valuation and
the core of morality that refers to the environment and fellow man. With Adam Smith (17231790) we see a differentiation of practical and exchange value. The value of a good is determined objectively in his market relation by the amount of work that is received in exchange
for the given good. The revenue that is attained for the good on a specific market becomes the
most important factor of value determination. Value is represented in purchasing power for
work. Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806 -1873) go their way from exchange value back to the utility principle (utilitarianism). The only relevant criterion for the
evaluation of goods and actions is the individual utility, which was in further development
elaborated to the utility of all in general wealth. In the three-volume project of »Das Kapital«,
Karl Marx (1818-1883) developed an economic value theory as well. This theory has its normative basis in the critique of the value of labor which is at the same time a critique of the expropriation of manpower as well as of the capitalist system whose immanent aim it is to gain surplus by exploitation of labor.
Values are associated with an appellative character and with strong preferences. Good values
are associated with ethics, morality and moral conventions. A subject preferring and advocating certain values can feel strong subjective bonds to his values: To him they become generally binding. Taking a look at values from a philosophical point of view shows up four central
concepts: (1) In subjectivism the objectivity and application of values is not fixed. Values are defined dependent on the subject and his beliefs. (2) Relativism wants to make clear that values
are empirically ascertainable relative parameters in a special context, depending on cultural
and other conditions. (3) Realism states that values are connected with human existence and
refer to one highest value, e. g. God. (4) Idealism separates values from the individual being
and tries to find the objective good as a formal ought (e. g. the categorical imperative).
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From all this we see, that values are some kind of ›social glue‹ that connects and binds together cultures, religions and worldviews. Values are institutionalized in binding catalogues as
norms. As norms they can be used as a basis from which one can construct argumentations
founded in ways broadly accepted. So looking at norms, for example constitutions of nations,
means looking at the potentiality of value-orientated argumentation in a respective nation or
group of people. Still, using values for orientation requires a ›safety net‹: Values are in need of
constant reflection and checking by superordinate standards. Value systems have to be applied
situation-sensitive and they need to be modified if necessary.

3 THE CONSTITUTION OF VALUES: THE PRINCIPLES OF THE BAVARIAN
CONSTITUTION IN COMPARISON WITH THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION
The Constitution of the Bavarian Free State became effective on December 8th, 1946. The preamble reflects the historic experiences of World War II. The substantial destruction in Germanycovered large areas. Furthermore, principles, norms, and value orders that were awfully and inhumanly distorted by national-socialistic leadership demanded to be build up including mental customization of the people as well. The grounding fathers of the Bavarian Constitution
shared the conscience that one has to protect oneself against a repetition of the nationalsocialistic terror. They realized the structural contradictions within the national-socialistic
system of welfare. The NS-regime operated with the ideological pretext that common public
interest should be prior to self-interest. However, in fact the common public interest was defined by an elite and dedicated to the »Volksgemeinschaft« which assumed itself to be the
incorporation of mankind. The »Volksgemeinschaft« was not the German population at all
but an exclusive group. The NS-elite twisted the facts to demagogic ends by defining the »ingroup« in rassistic terms profiting exclusively from the common good. The mothers and fathers of the Bavarian Constitution protested against the identification of common public interest with the particular interest of an ideologically inspired power bloc. In more than one
respect the rules and regulations of the constitution show a learning process that is reflected
in a row of articles explicitly addressing common welfare. Let us keep in mind that such distributions of power can leave their mark in the leading values of a society. The following list
includes at first some examples of the Bavarian Constitution. In several cases we indicate some
concordances with regard to contents of the Indian Constitutional Law:
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When we review all these value concepts we identify two poles of the value-concept that still
lack compatibility with each other in economical and philosophical schools to this day. We
can speak of a bipolar character of the value-concept claiming objective standards and showing its roots in subjective individual value-determination [Folke (2002), p. 129 ff.]. The objectivity of values and thereby the claim of binding character requires the use and recognition
of good and evil as generally binding categories [Sedláček (2012)]. Objectivity thus depends
on categories external to the contemplator that enable judgments of good and evil as well as
a classification of values. Single values are therefore not suitable for objective standards if they
are communicated without further foundation. To well-found values absolute standards are
needed which can objectify the values; for example the reference to the Human Rights of the
UN or other catalogues of norms like the Ten Commandments in Christianity. As a normative
criterion values fulfill at least three functions: They regulate by directing human action at a
desired target, they enable legitimation and justification of actions in their relief function and
they simplify decision-making.

•
•

•

Economic profit seeking and striving for power in economy were limited in general by restrictions and laws. Due to this Article 3 proclaims: »Bavaria is a legal, cultural and social
state. It shall be dedicated to the common well-being.«
Article 114 about »freedom of association« proclaims that citizens have the right to unite
in associations and coalitions: »All residents of Bavaria shall have the right to assemble
freely and to form associations and corporations.« The Indian Constitution guarantees in
Article 19(1)(c) »to all its citizens the right ›to form associations or unions or Co-operative Societies.‹ « [Pandey (2013), p. 219].
Article 124 about marriage and family proclaims that families are given special protection against assaults of any kind: »Marriage and the family are the natural and moral basis of human society and shall enjoy the particular protection of the State.« Besides this,
partners have equal rights and obligations: »Men and women have fundamentally the
same civil rights and obligations within the marriage.» In turn the Indian Constitution
provides a special provision for women and children in Article 15 [Pandey (2013), p. 136].

Besides that, the following topics that regard the actualization of legal principles represent
challenges to the economic sphere:

•

•
•
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•

In Article 151 where the economic system is defined (in the German version entitled with
commitment of economic activity to common well-being, basic principles for freedom of
contract) the following is proclaimed: »(1) The entirety of economic activity shall serve
the common well-being, in particular a guarantee of dignified existence for all and a gradual enhancement of living standards for all sections of the community. (2) Within this
aim, freedom to contract within the law shall be upheld. The fundamental individual
freedom to develop personal enterprise and to engage in independent economic activity shall be recognized. Economic freedom of the individual shall be consistent with consideration for others and the moral demands of the common well-being. Socially damaging and immoral economic activity, in particular any economically exploitative contract, shall be illegal and void.«
Article 157: Finance and credit systems: »(1) The accumulation of capital is not an end in
itself, but rather a means to the development of the national economy.«
Article 167: Protection of labour: »(1) As the most valuable economic resource of a people, human labour shall be protected against exploitation, occupational hazards and other
threats to health.« The Indian Constitution declares rights against exploitation as well by
Article 23, which »prohibits traffic in human being and begar and other forms of forced
labour.« [Pandey (2013), p. 343].
Article 168: Remuneration; unemployment and sickness welfare provision: »(1) Every
honest form of employment has an equal moral value and a claim to appropriate remuneration. Men and women shall receive equal pay for equal work.« The aspect of equal pay
for equal work is also considered in the Indian Constitution as »a constitutional goal under Articles 14, 16 and 39 (c)«. [Pandey (2013), p. 152].

The equivalences in the Bavarian and the Indian Constitution incorporate entitlements, which
should protect citizens against an unjustified economical assault upon their existence. With
special regard to Article 157 one can observe that the accumulation of capital has unfortunately become the article ultimate purpose.
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The Bavarian Constitution is a set of rules and regulations. Thus, it involves specific claims, although the so-called ›reality of this constitution‹ does in no way justice to these rights in a
number of respects. One can ask whether it is ignorance or the result of an excessive ethical demand or maybe a lack of loyalty to the constitution that impedes a convergence of social reality on the one hand and the spirit of laws on the other hand. The discourses of the political
and public sphere and not least of judiciary set place in a free democratic order. Thematically
they broach the abuse of power, corruption and the lack of realization of basic law. Under consideration are for example cases in which articulations of high moral demands are responded
to by hinting at the ethical overdemands they involve. Politics is after all also a struggle for
power guided by people’s interests (Max Weber), an antagonism, that becomes not least apparent in matters of business life. Politics is as well the fight for right, and in a democratic society every citizen is involved in this conflict. Especially those citizens who want to realize high
moral and ethical standards in daily life are confronted with economic, social and political
realities, whose hierarchy of principles (as for example the implicit norms of social market economy and of common welfare orientation) are not only realized in limited degrees but rather
suffer from a successive consumption by particular but nevertheless dominant interests of powerful groups. The social value conflicts that occur more and more because of the hiatus to the
constitutionally warranted values, and that cannot be solved simply by law or political adjustment, are therefore up for discussion.
To both functional structures – law and politics – as well as to the economic sphere one can
apply the observation of the German sociologist Niklas Luhmann, that thitherto nobody, neither as person nor as authority or institution, has succeeded
»in combining reliably the many undeniable values and non-values – and in finding a common ground and consensus. Values always eliminate their opposite – with open flanks. And
this means that although values can mark consensus-capable aspects or considerations of a
whole society, decisions always have to be made in the function systems and their specific
organizations respectively in private and are determined exclusively by the relevant system.
In economic decisions they are made by the economy itself, by the company or the private
household which has to calculate with a narrow income.« [Luhmann (2008), p. 197)
In view of these ambivalent circumstances citizens feel defiant to question, whether they
should react with a devaluation of their individual pretensions upon their virtuous practice.
Or if they should on the contrary act as zoon politikon by heightening exemplary and ethically justifiable representations in their life and action. Given the fact that citizens are willing to
accept the regulative capacities of ethics it will appear as an unconditional demand for them
as social protagonists to reflect upon the question what meaning values have for them at all
and whether it is possible to derive a universal ought or norm from these values.

5 THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUES AND THEIR RANKING
If it is acknowledged in a reflected manner that the social discourse about the status of values
will lead to »a multiplication of valuable relations while relations between values will be left
open«, so that »the value of values« must always remain undefined and can only be determined
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4 ENTITLEMENTS AND REALITY

contextually, then the predicament of democratically controlled discourses about values becomes evident [Luhmann (2008), p. 182]. Any stabilization of social conditions affords and
implies choices and negotiations about the relevant semantics of values that everybody can
select and exploit according to his own purposes. While Hannah Arendt meant that a genuine political practice consists of the voluntary communication of free citizens, in the event
horizons of these days politics is condemned to be a virtuosic juggling with conceptions of
values.
Not least because of this, every political agenda that claims constitutional significance of certain values has to justify its ideological premises as it accentuates particular constitutional
principles. The representatives of parties, the political class and their deputies are called on
to recognize that it is only possible to find a way out of the vicious circle that is caused by a
constant shifting of value-semantics by a consensus about some kind of value hierarchy. This
consensus can only come about through broad public participation and will only then rightly bear the courtesy title of »consensus«. The question whether democratic adjudication in
four-year-terms (as in elections to the German Federal Parliament »Bundestag«) or in five-yearterms (as in elections to the Bavarian State Parliament »Landtag«) is the ultimately appropriate solution for such a culture of consensus is to some extent denied by the practice of referendum. The experience of past decades has shown that this political instrument has to be used
whenever decisions of high relevance which include a reference to accepted values are on the
political agenda. That applies in particular when it is the overall aim to achieve a stable and
durable compliance to political issues of vital importance. The instrument of referendum provides for the dynamics that are inherent to value orders [Dohrmann (2002), p. 5]. Against this
background the initial design of Bavaria as a cultural state (»Kulturstaat«) appears plausible: The active maintaining of this cultural state must lead to a process in which the sum of
values is preserved and their particular core is frequently deliberated. This dynamic order of
values is reflected in cultural action and development on the one hand. On the other hand,
civilization in general can serve as a model for measuring cultural action and its plausibility
as a particular expression of universal validity. The cultural values must be justified in order
to generate a well-being in a broader scale which is called up by the term »civilisation«.
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In his paper »A Social Democratic Agenda for a More Dynamic Indian Economy. Creating
an Innovative and Learning Society« Joseph E. Stieglitz wonders whether economic policies
alone contribute to the well-being of citizens. He underlines that the success of social development and societal transformation depends on the general belief systems and cognitive
frames of a society:
»The acceptance and performance of institutions depend not only on economic variables, but
also on the set of general beliefs about the world, which can at any moment be treated by
state variable. Collective beliefs that emerge in one period shape the possible institutions in
the next.« [Stieglitz (2013), p. 298]
The criterion for good economical action is often reduced to the economic principle in numerous publications. The aim is conceived as the maximization of the so called »utility« (often
understood as »profit« or the consumer’s happiness due to consumption) or as the minimization of effort to achieve a given level of utility. The mechanism of coordination which is supposed to somehow generate universal wealth from individual egocentric utility-striving is the
»invisible hand of market«. At first sight acting according to this principle thus seems to be
a sufficient ethical fundament for market organization – directed at an allegedly economical
handling of scarce resources. A large number of wrong decisions has generated the pursuit of
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A meander and fetish has arisen that is nowadays ever more to be disenchanted. It is hidden in
the commitment of rational agency under alleged conditions of scarceness. It is mediated and
taught as an allegedly ethical desirable model for economical action under competitive conditions and it is stylized as an orientation norm in all social contexts. Ludwig Erhard – one of the
most important founders of the social market economy – noted in his »Wohlstand für Alle«
(»Wealth for all«) that the isolated over-emphasis of profit maximization amounts to a meander:
»We have been befallen by an uncertainty. Not only our brains but also our hearts and souls
have been caught by confusion. Perhaps – I actually mean it is for certain – many of us have
been misled by the necessary direction of all human powers to the retrieval and protection of
our material livelihood. An adequate feeling for the hierarchy of values has thereby gone missing. Whether we can solve the irrefutably posed questions successfully will be our fortune.«
[Erhard (1964), p. 330)
Hinting at the hierarchy of our values Erhard shows that maximization of profit and materialism cannot always stand above everything else. He rather implies that other values should
influence our actions and aims. Put in a contemporary language this becomes clear in the
»Tripple Bottom Line« of the sustainability paradigm: Here, social, ecological and economical
aims stand equally in the focus of economical action. In a government declaration from October 1963 Erhard avows himself to a »Christian ethos and responsibility« and provides a philosophical and worldview justification for »his« hierarchy of values. The argumentation with
values as it is suggested by Ludwig Erhard can be structured into four steps of a value-orientated argumentation:
1.

2.

3.

One starts by recognizing a prejudice or preference of his own and formulates an ethical
question that might arise from it. This means taking off one’s own philosophical glasses
and getting involved with an unbiased analysis of facts, assumptions and values. At this
stage it is important to identify relevant parties of conflict and their interests as well as underlying values and norms.
A further step aims at establishing a hierarchy of values: One tries to form a reasonable
hierarchy from the found values by regarding his own preferences and showing the practical consequences that ensue. He weighs the values against each other in order to build
up a reasonable hierarchy. In case of values that rank equally one can try to justify hierarchies for concrete cases.
Imperative: From the chosen hierarchy of values an imperative derives. At this point it is
possible to answer the initially set ethical question on the basis of the given hierarchy of
values. Identifying the ensuing aim and positioning oneself as clear as possible is important at this stage.
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an unconditional profit maximization on the side of the entrepreneur and utility maximization on the side of the consumer as the epitome of allegedly good − i. e. efficient – economizing.
On the basis of this, almost all fundamental achievements and standards of human dignity
have been violated: Child slaves are coerced to harvest cocoa beans thereby damaging their
health in order to maximize the profit of food companies and satisfy the consumers’ desire for
cheap chocolate. Financial institutions produce worthless certificates for their profit maximization and thereby chisel people – who strive for their own profit maximization – out of their
retirement provisions. Companies dump garbage into the sea to save waste removal costs on
behalf of their shareholders. Companies achieve billions and simultaneously dismiss a multitude of staff to further heighten the profit of their shareholders. Women are often still paid less
for the same work as men. There are many more examples that come to our minds.

4.

Credo: In the credo one can compress and summarize a recommendation for someone
who is looking for value-orientation. This includes asking the initial question, pointing
out the most relevant values in the respective context as well as their justified hierarchy
and giving a clear recommendation for action.

Especially when the organization of our future is at issue, to responsibly justify decisions not
only requires the reference to the highest possible profit but also answers that reach beyond
the economical realm. Economical action is an ideologically affected arrangement of values
and norms. »Being responsible« means being able to give answers that make use of the variety
of different values in a plausible way, clarify and make transparent our »will« in his whole
foundational make-up.

6 CIRCULUS VIRTUOSUS
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Starting from the diagnosis of value problems and conflicts we negotiated the hiatus between
the principles, norms and values and how they are codified on the one hand and the risks that
follow when the actualizations of regulative principles is doomed to fail in political reality on
the other hand. The bounds of applied ethics can be demonstrated by referring to the Bavarian Constitution in certain respects. The self-discipline of the Bavarian society can certainly
benefit from the arguments, coherencies of justification and methods of resolution as they are
offered by economic and social ethics as well as by applied ethics in general. But the crucial
point is that values sail in ballast when they are not part of practiced virtues and lack concrete
»fruits of action«. Values remain unpracticed virtues as long as the labour on oneself is not initiated and thus also the examination of one’s own guiding principles does not take effect. Anyone who is not disposed to examine himself, cannot judge morally about others in a serious
way, too. The vicious circle of value conflicts cannot be broken through until citizens join the
circulos virtuosus that is set out to work on their personal contribution and start to care about
the fruits that only a concrete practice of values and virtues can bring about.
Our society demands rightly plausible justifications for economical action and entrepeneurs’
decisions after all the crisis, scandals and wrong decisions. It does not suffice anymore to refer
to profit-related interests only. How does the value based deliberative process really look like –
or has it even taken place ›valueless‹? What does really stand behind the engagement concerning sustainability and corporate responsibility [Bolsinger (2013), p. 6]? How do companies
come to define the responsibility »for their effects on society« (CSR-definition of the European
Commission; Oct. 2011) in a concrete case? The respective answers given to these issues can be
explained by the catalogue of enacted values and their hierarchy as they are deemed valid –
eventually even by the ideological foundation of these values. The ethics of economy, society
and communication has to fathom the limits of the actualization of human dignity on the basis of positive legal orders. Furthermore, they must constantly insist on heightening chances
for human realization (compare the Capability Approach of Amartya Sen). The promotion of
external and internal freedom is supposed to be the aim. Against the background of activities
that are guided by common well-being one should further advocate a better (because fairer)
coexistence so that all citizens can consider themselves as members of a »fruitful society«.
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